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Albin Michel

  First Blood

  Lost Paradise

  Shame Is a Revolutionary Feeling

  The Intended

  The Upper Snake Case
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 Premier sang

FIRST BLOOD
Amélie Nothomb was born in Kobé in 1967. Her first novel, 
Hygiène de l’assassin, published in 1992, established her 
reputation as a unique author. In 1999, Stupeur et tremble-
ments received the French Academy’s Grand Prize. This 
year, she is publishing her thirtieth novel.

9782226465382 | 2021 | 180 pages | 13 x 20 cm | 17.90 €

 Paradis perdus :  
La traversée des temps (Tome 1)

LOST 
PARADISE
THE TIME TRAVELER (BOOK 1)
The Time Traveler is an immense work, recounting the 
journey of a man who, one morning, discovers that he 
is immortal. In Lost Paradise, the first book of The Time 
Traveler, Noam awakens his first memories in a lakeside 
village, 8,000 years ago.

9782226450227 | 2021 | 576 pages | 15 x 22 cm | 22.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt

“As he narrates  
the adventures of this man,  
Éric-Emmanuel Schmitt 
recounts the History  
of Mankind.”

Literature & Fiction

Amélie Nothomb

Never underestimate  
the rage to survive.
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 La honte est un sentiment 
révolutionnaire

SHAME IS A 
REVOLUTIONARY 
FEELING
Shame has become the overriding feeling of our era. Three 
imperatives crisscross our contemporary societies: “Stop 
being ashamed of yourself!”, “There is no more shame!”, 
and “Shame on you!” Each one of them represents a 
specific context of shame.

9782226445797 | 2021 | 234 pages | 12,5 x 19 cm | 18.00 €

 Les promises

THE 
INTENDED
“The Intended” are the great Ladies of the Reich, beautiful 
and carefree, who meet every afternoon at the Hotel Adlon 
in Berlin to chat and drink champagne while Europe, on the 
eve of WWII, is about to implode. They are also the victims 
of a mysterious killer, who surprises them on the banks 
of the Spree and subjects them to horrible mutilations...

9782226439437 | 2021 | 656 pages | 15 x 22 cm | 23.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Jean-Christophe Grangé

"Jean-Christophe Grangé 
is back with a masterful 
historical thriller."

Humanities & Essays

Frédéric Gros

“Could it be that the secret 
function of philosophy  
is to incite the shame  
that increases our anger  
and makes us more united?”
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 Le serpent majuiscule

THE UPPER 
SNAKE CASE
Mathilde Perrin is 63. A widow, she lives in a house in the 
suburbs of Paris with her dalmatian and a few extra kilos. 
But what’s especially interesting about Mathilde is that 
she’s a contract killer. A former member of the Resistance 
with a strong personality, she has been executing contracts 
entrusted to her by the Commandant for the last 30 years. 
Inspector Vassiliev is investigating the murders she has 
committed. For some time now, Mathilde has been nurtu-
ring a tendency to make her missions more attractive by 
adding some gratuitous cruelty.

9782226392084 | 2021 | 336 pages | 15 x 22 cm | 20.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Pierre Lemaitre

Imagine the assassin  
in Kill Bill with Alzheimer’s…
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